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Abstract Two THEMIS satellites, separated by only 0.38 Earth radii (RE), traversed two consecutive
dayside magnetopause (MP) current sheets at 3.5 < ZGSM < 3.8 RE on 15 November 2010. An early‐stage
crater‐like flux transfer event (FTE) with weakly enhanced total pressure is sampled at the first, complete
outbound MP crossing. A mature FTE flux rope is observed just 70 s later across the second, inbound
crossing of the MP current sheet. Two counterstreaming magnetosheath ion beams at the interface of two
converging reconnection exhausts earthward of the MP current sheet provide direct evidence of two X‐lines
across the early‐stage crater FTE. A D‐shaped ion beam observed along the southward magnetic field in
the magnetosheath boundary layer and northward exhausts observed earthward of the MP provide evidence
of two X‐lines across the mature FTE flux rope. Tripolar out‐of‐plane magnetic field perturbations (ΔBM)
of substantial magnitudes were sampled across the MP current sheet in both stages of the FTE flux rope
evolution. These dayside observations suggest an association between a tripolar ΔBM perturbation with two
magnetic reconnection X‐lines and FTE flux rope formation. A dedicated particle‐in‐cell numerical
simulation of magnetic reconnection reproduces similar ion velocity distributions and out‐of‐plane
magnetic field perturbations at an asymmetric current sheet as those observed across a nascent flux rope
between two X‐lines at the dayside asymmetric MP.

1. Introduction

The physical origin of the magnetic field structures referred to as flux transfer events (FTEs) has remained
elusive ever since their first observation at the dayside magnetopause (MP) was reported in the seminal
papers by Russell and Elphic (1978, 1979). The FTEmagnetic structure is often characterized as a helical flux
rope in three dimensions (3‐D) with a substantial axial (core) magnetic field. The moving FTE produces a
strong bipolar variation of the MP normal component (BN) of the magnetic field in a boundary normal
LMN coordinate system as the structure propagates along the MP surface. Here, L is the direction of maxi-
mum variation of the magnetic field (e.g., Sonnerup & Scheible, 1998) across the MP current sheet, N is the
outward normal direction, and M = N × L completes a right‐handed LMN coordinate system.

Daly et al. (1981) reported that the FTE center region is associated with mixed plasma populations with ori-
gins in both the magnetosphere and the magnetosheath. This means that magnetic field reconnection (e.g.,
Birn et al., 2001; Dungey, 1961) is required at some point in the formation of FTEs to allow plasmas from the
two regions to mix across the MP current sheet. Southwood et al. (1986) and Scholer (1988) proposed that a
nonsteady, bursty magnetic reconnection process would result in a temporary bulge of plasma propagating
away from a single X‐line in the subsolar MP region. In a competing scenario, Lee and Fu (1985) suggested
that the simultaneous presence of multiple X‐lines at the MP current sheet could explain the origin of FTEs,
such that a helical magnetic flux rope would form in between a pair of X‐lines. Raeder (2006) suggested that
FTEs form via multiple, sequentially active reconnection X‐lines (MSXR) based on 3‐D magnetohydrody-
namic (MHD) simulations of Earth's magnetosphere with a dipole tilt. The MSXR scenario envisions that
one single X‐line forms in a preferred dayside MP location. The external forcing of the magnetosheath flow
then causes this first X‐line to drift away from the primary X‐line source region. A second X‐line is proposed
to form in the wake of the first X‐line under assumptions of relatively steady external magnetic fields and
plasma conditions. The 3‐DMHD simulations reported by Raeder (2006) illustrate how a flux rope can grow
in size and magnetic field strength between the two X‐lines in general agreement with Lee and Fu (1985).
This cycle could repeat itself with new X‐lines and flux ropes forming semiregularly at the dayside MP.
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Key Points:
• Counterstreaming ion beams

observed by THEMIS confirm two
reconnection X‐lines around a
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FTE flux rope

• PIC simulations suggest that a
tripolar BM at a nascent flux rope is
due to unipolar Hall magnetic fields
from two X‐lines at an asymmetric
current sheet
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Wang et al. (2005) examined Cluster satellite observations (Escoubet et al., 2001) at the high‐latitude dayside
MP and reported increased FTE occurrences in the local winter hemisphere in general agreement with the
MSXRmodel. Hasegawa et al. (2010) presented some of the first observational evidence in favor of theMSXR
scenario from string‐of‐pearl satellite observations of an FTE using the Time History of Events and
Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) multispacecraft mission (Angelopoulos, 2008) during
predominantly interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) By > 0 conditions in the adjacent magnetosheath.
However, as noted by Dorelli and Bhattacharjee (2009), a dipole tilt is not a necessary condition to generate
dayside FTE flux ropes. Other factors may also contribute to FTE flux rope formation and evolution, such as
the IMF cone angle causing a north‐south asymmetry of dayside FTE occurrence rates (Hoilijoki et al., 2019).
In a numerical test case with zero dipole tilt angle and IMF Bz< 0, Hoilijoki et al. (2019) suggest that smaller
and more frequent FTEs may be common in the Northern Hemisphere for a positive IMF Bx, while larger
and less frequent FTEs are predicted in the Southern Hemisphere. Fuselier et al. (2018) suggested that
large‐scale multiple reconnection X‐lines may be a common occurrence at the daysideMP during southward
IMF Bz conditions on the basis of bidirectional streaming electrons and counterstreaming protons as
measured along the local magnetic field by the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) satellites.

Whether dayside magnetic field reconnection takes place predominantly at a single X‐line, or to some extent
via multiple X‐lines, is a topic of great importance to understand FTE formation, MP structure, and the
coupling between the solar wind and the magnetosphere. Magnetic reconnection generates a pair of plasma
exhausts in opposite L directions from a central X‐line (e.g., Birn et al., 2001, and references therein).
Electrons typically stream along the magnetic field of each separatrix toward the X‐line in the electron diffu-
sion region (e.g., Burch et al., 2016), where they are ejected in two electron jets (e.g., Phan et al., 2007; Wilder
et al., 2017) that merge with the ion jets of the downstream exhausts. The currents associated with this loop
of field‐aligned electron flow when projected on the NL plane of the reconnection X‐line geometry corre-
spond to the in‐plane Hall currents that generate an out‐of‐plane BM quadrupole Hall magnetic field near
the X‐line (e.g., Birn et al., 2001; Mandt et al., 1994; Sonnerup, 1979; Terasawa, 1983). The Hall magnetic
fields, which may result in very large bipolar perturbations to the background out‐of‐plane (guide) magnetic
field (BG) across each reconnection exhaust, are antisymmetric when BG is small and when the plasma den-
sity and magnetic field strength are nearly equal on both sides of the current sheet. Satellite observations
through such symmetric exhausts at the dayside MP have confirmed a bipolar ΔBM variation consistent with
a quadrupole Hall magnetic field, where ΔBM = BM − BG (e.g., Mozer et al., 2002). The quadrupole nature of
the Hall magnetic fields changes considerably in the presence of finite BG or strong gradients of the adjacent
plasmadensity andmagneticfield strength (e.g., Birn et al., 2008; Eriksson et al., 2014;Karimabadi et al., 1999;
Pritchett, 2008; Pritchett &Mozer, 2009). Therefore, the out‐of‐planeΔBMvariations provide excellent insight
into the plasma parameters and magnetic environment of the reconnection region and consequently of FTE
flux ropes.

Chen et al. (2017) presented some early‐stage FTE evolution signatures between pairs of X‐lines at the
dayside MP current sheet in a global 3‐D MHD simulation with an embedded particle‐in‐cell (PIC) code.
This MHD‐EPIC code (Daldorff et al., 2014; Tóth et al., 2017) captures the physics of multiple magnetic
reconnection X‐lines within the embedded PIC domain at the dayside MP. They reported that simulated
FTEs in their early formation stages were associated with noticeable depressions of the core region magnetic
field strength and thus reminiscent of “crater” FTEs (LaBelle et al., 1987; Owen et al., 2008; Sibeck et al., 2008;
Zhang et al., 2010). The results of theMHD‐EPIC simulation are consistent with the scenario that crater FTEs
with weak core fields correspond to the early stages of FTE formation as first proposed by Zhang et al. (2010)
from a large database of FTEs recorded by the THEMIS satellites. The simulated FTEs that Chen et al. (2017)
examined obtained a typical flux rope structure once the core field region acquired a significant amount of
axial magnetic flux. Interestingly, this growth of the axial core field transpired despite the absence of a back-
ground guide field (BG = 0). It was suggested that a Hall magnetic field might evolve into a core field of the
FTE, as first proposed by Karimabadi et al. (1999) to explain the core field generation of magnetotail plas-
moids. Finally, Chen et al. (2017) also reported evidence of a tripolar ΔBM perturbation of the out‐of‐plane
magnetic field along a diagonal path through an early‐stage crater FTE.

Eriksson et al. (2014, 2015) discovered the first in situ evidence of tripolar ΔBM perturbations across solar
wind reconnection exhausts (e.g., Gosling et al., 2005) in nearly symmetric external conditions. The
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tripolar ΔBM consists of a central BM enhancement sandwiched between two BM depressions ΔBM < 0.
Eriksson et al. (2016) subsequently reported the first in situ observation of a tripolar ΔBM magnetic field
across Earth's subsolar MP current sheet from Polar satellite observations. The Polar observations were
characterized by nearly symmetric conditions in both plasma density (Np) and magnetic field strength (B)
across the subsolar MP. This tripolar ΔBM signature was shown to be in good agreement with the magnetic
field signatures of a magnetic island generated between two X‐lines in a two‐dimensional (2‐D) PIC simula-
tion for similarly symmetric conditions across the current layer.

The Polar satellite measurements could not ascertain whether one or multiple X‐lines were present on either
side of the proposedmagnetic island at the subsolar MP when a tripolar ΔBM perturbation was observed on a
background guide fieldBG/BL= 0.3 (Eriksson et al., 2016). However, the three THEMIS satellites with a 12RE

orbit apogee (1RE=6,378.137km) frequently traversed thedaysideMPat |YGSM|<3RE inOctober–December
of 2010 and 2011 with a separationΔR< 2 RE between any two satellites in a geocentric solar magnetospheric
(GSM) coordinate system (e.g., Hapgood, 1992). This configuration of multisatellite observations can be used
to explore FTE flux rope formation and, specifically, to address the question of whether multiple X‐lines gen-
erate tripolarΔBMperturbations at the daysideMP.Here,we present observations recorded by theTHEMIS‐A
(TH‐A) and THEMIS‐E (TH‐E) satellites in an optimal spatial configuration across two consecutive traversals
of anasymmetric daysideMPon15November2010 thatweassociatewithflux rope signatures. In section2,we
first present an overview of the THEMIS observations in GSM coordinates north of the dayside equator and
their comparisons with the solar wind conditions as recorded by the Advanced Composition Explorer
(ACE) satellite in the upstream solar wind (e.g., Stone et al., 1998). We then examine these THEMIS observa-
tions of substantial tripolar ΔBM perturbations to the guide magnetic field in a local boundary normal LMN
coordinate system of the two MP current sheets. Section 2 also reports a number of ion velocity distribution
functions (VDFs) that TH‐A and TH‐E measured across both MP crossings. We confirm a presence of
counterstreaming ion beams around the FTE flux ropes as supporting evidence for the presence of two
reconnection X‐lines near the satellites. Section 3 summarizes the THEMIS observations of the two MP
crossings using a schematic representation of proposed magnetic islands in two different stages of evolution.
In section 4, we present the results from a dedicated 2‐D PIC simulation of magnetic islands and multiple
reconnection X‐lines for the observed asymmetric parameters across the first, outbound MP crossing that
we associate with a nascent flux rope. Section 4 also reports four simulated ion VDFs along an outbound,
virtual satellite trajectory that compare favorably with those measured by THEMIS. We follow the evolution
of representative ion particle trajectories from the simulated ion VDFs to understand their time history from
the adjacent magnetosheath into theMP boundary layer. Section 5 provides a dedicated discussion of the key
results obtained in this event study of observations and simulated signatures across an early stage flux rope at
the dayside MP. In section 6, we provide a summary and conclusion of this comparative analysis of the
observed and simulated ion‐scale signatures across a nascent flux rope that shed new light on the association
between tripolarΔBM signatures,multiple reconnection X‐lines, and the early corefield evolution of FTEflux
ropes at a dayside asymmetric MP current sheet.

2. THEMIS Observations and Upstream Solar Wind Conditions

NASA launched the five identical THEMIS satellites into a near‐equatorial orbit on 17 February 2007. Two
THEMIS satellites, TH‐B and TH‐C, were later maneuvered toward their Lunar ARTEMISmission orbit with
TH‐B arriving at a nearside Lissajous orbit on 1 September 2010. TH‐C arrived into its farside Lissajous orbit
on 19 October 2010. The present study explores THEMIS observations across two consecutive dayside MP
crossings during the 2117–2122 UT period on 15 November 2010 by TH‐A, TH‐D, and TH‐E. We take advan-
tage of measurements recorded by the ion Electro‐Static Analyzer (ESA) instrument at 3 s spin resolution
(McFadden et al., 2008) and 0.25 s cadence magnetic field observations by the fluxgate magnetometer
(FGM) instrument (Auster et al., 2008).

2.1. Observations in GSM Coordinates

Figure 1 shows the GSM positions of all three THEMIS satellites (TH‐A, TH‐D, and TH‐E) on 15 November
2010 at 2119:00 UT when TH‐A moved into the magnetosheath across the first MP boundary layer with
TH‐A located at [XGSM, YGSM, ZGSM] = [10.114, −0.827, 3.803] RE, TH‐D at [10.275, −0.252, 3.672] RE,
and TH‐E at [10.300, −0.614, 3.546] RE. That is, TH‐A is the northernmost satellite with a
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ΔZGSM = 0.257 RE separation from the southernmost TH‐E satellite. TH‐E was only separated by
ΔYGSM = 0.213 RE from TH‐A, while TH‐D was separated by another ΔYGSM = 0.362 RE from TH‐E.
Figure 1 also illustrates three alternative MP surface locations for global context at 2119:00 UT as we
discuss later. The positive ZGSM location of THEMIS on 15 November 2010 increases the likelihood that it
will detect northward moving MP structures from a subsolar source region.

A detailed analysis of magnetic field structures believed to be generated at the dayside MP current sheet,
such as flux ropes, requires a knowledge of the upstream magnetic field to confirm whether the structures
are embedded in the solar wind or associated with the local MP. None of the three THEMIS satellites could
provide these external conditions due to the small satellite separations. Here, we use upstream solar wind
observations from the ACE satellite, OMNI data (King & Papitashvili, 2005) and TH‐C observations sampled
in the magnetosheath at [XGSM, YGSM, ZGSM] = [−32.9, 47.6, 1.9] RE to constrain a time delay of the ACE
data to the dayside MP. Figure 2 compares a 30 min overview of time‐shifted ACE observations (1 s IMF
magnetic fields and 64 s plasma measurements) with 1 min OMNI magnetic fields and TH‐A observations
at 2057–2127 UT. ACE is the source satellite of the OMNI observations shown in Figures 2a–2c that we
shifted forward in time by 1.8 min to account for an average plasma convection delay between the bow shock
and the dayside MP. We translated the ACE observations forward in time by a constant 39.5 min time delay
from the L1 point to the dayside MP in order for the high‐cadence IMF to match the time‐shifted OMNI
magnetic field. We obtained the 1.8 min time correction of the OMNI data under assumptions of a constant
dayside magnetosheath flow speed VMS = 161.5 km/s along plasma streamlines with an average 2.83 RE
separation between a bow shock location XBS and a subsolar MP location XMP for the 2115–2125 UT period
on 15 November 2010. Figure 2f shows XBS, provided by OMNI, as well as XMP, which is estimated fromACE
observations and the Shue et al. (1997) model. Here, VMS = 161.5 km/s is obtained as the magnitude of the
average ion velocity ViGSM = [−137.3, 33.0, 78.4] km/s that TH‐A measured in the adjacent magnetosheath
(see Figures 2g–2i) between 2119:09 and 2119:28 UT.

This report focuses onTHEMIS observations of two consecutiveMP encounters. TH‐Aexited thefirstMP cur-
rent sheet layer at 2119:00UT, and it reentered a subsequentMP layer at 2120:10UT after a short period in the
adjacent magnetosheath. Figures 2a–2c suggests that the first MP observations occurred less than 1–2 min
after the IMF turned southward (Bz < 0) and dawnward (By < 0) at ~2117–2118 UT after a ~10 min period
of northward IMF Bz > 0 and duskward IMF By > 0. TH‐C observed the same southward Bz rotation at
2126:26 UT in the magnetosheath well beyond the terminator (not shown) after an extended period when
the Bx component had remained stable with a large positive value. ACE originally observed this same

Figure 1. THEMIS (A, D, E) GSM positions at the 2119:00 UT time of a magnetopause (MP) crossing on 15 November
2010. Three modeled magnetopause surfaces are shown for the same average IMF Bz = −2.7 nT and three proposed
values of the upstream solar wind dynamic pressure (Dp) as input to the Shue et al. (1997) MP model around this
outbound MP crossing. TH‐A is located at [10.1144, −0.827036, 3.80347] RE, TH‐D is located at [10.2745, −0.251858,
3.67159] RE, and TH‐E is located at [10.2996, −0.613929, 3.54551] RE. Here, 1 RE = 6,378.137 km.
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southward IMF Bz rotation 48.6 min earlier at 2037:51 UT after a similarly
stable period of positive IMF Bx. Although the TH‐B satellite sampled a
high‐speed 593 km/s solar wind at [XGSM, YGSM, ZGSM] = [−22.4, 65.6,
0.1] RE at this time and a similarly stable IMF Bx (not shown), it did not
observe a subsequent southward rotation of the IMF Bz this far from the
ACE observations and the Sun‐Earth line. The 48.6 min delay from ACE
to TH‐C of the same Bz rotation and the proposed 39.5 min delay from
ACE to TH‐A at the dayside MP would suggest a 546 s propagation delay
between TH‐A at XGSM = 10.1 RE and TH‐C at XGSM = −32.9 RE. This
corresponds to a mean Vx = −503 km/s propagation speed through the
magnetosheath in excellent agreement with the 15 min average
Vx = −501 km/s speed that TH‐C measured in the magnetosheath at
2121:27–2136:24 UT at the time of the southward Bz rotation. The esti-
mated 1.8 min time delay from the bow shock to the dayside MP appears
to be well constrained by these ACE, OMNI, and TH‐C observations.

Figure 1 shows threepossible daysideMPmodel locations for the same IMF
Bz and three different values of the dynamic pressure Dp = NswmpVsw

2

as input to the Shue et al. (1997) empiricalMPmodel.Here,Nsw is the solar-
wind plasma number density, Vsw is the solar wind speed, and
mp = 1.67 · 10−27 kg is the proton rest mass. We obtained this IMF
Bz = −2.7 nT as the 1 min average of the time‐shifted 1 s cadence IMF Bz
fromACEat 2118:20–2119:20UT (see Figure 2c)whenTH‐Amoved across
the MP. We use Vsw = 627 km/s as the one 64 s cadence plasma measure-
ment in this 1 min interval, which is representative of a solar wind speed
for the IMF Bz < 0 period after 2117 UT (see Figure 2d). However, from
Figure 2g, we conclude that Nsw may be more uncertain after the data
gap in plasma measurements than before this gap due to more noticeable
differences between a shocked solar wind density (NMS = 4Nsw) and the
plasma density (Np) that TH‐A observed in the magnetosheath at 2119–
2120 UT and 2122–2124 UT. These densities showed a better agreement
before the data gap as demonstrated for the earlier 2102–2104UTexcursion
into the magnetosheath by TH‐A during a northward IMF Bz > 0 interval.
The three proposed MP model locations in Figure 1, therefore, vary by
using three different Nsw values. The upstream density observed by ACE
at 2118:20–2119:20 UT (Nsw = 1.2 cm−3) results in the MP surface shown
in red for Dp = 0.76 nPa (cf. Figure 2e) with a subsolar standoff
distance R0 = 11.50 RE at ZGSM = 0. However, considering a rather steady
IMF Bz < 0 and R0 > 11 RE (see R0 = XMP in Figure 2f) after 2117 UT, it is
likely that Dp < 1 nPa is too low to explain how THEMIS could exit the
MP at 2119 UT. The MP surface shown in blue with R0 = 9.65 RE used
a mean Np = 14.7 cm−3 that TH‐A measured in the adjacent magne-
tosheath at 2119:00–2119:20 UT to suggest an upstream Nsw = Np/4 or
Nsw = 3.7 cm−3 andDp=2.41 nPa after 2119UT. A finalmodelMP surface
is shown in blackwithR0= 10.53RE that puts TH‐A just sunward of theMP
at 2119:00 UT for a proposed Dp = 1.35 nPa (Nsw = 2.06 cm−3) and IMF

Bz = −2.7 nT. The increasingly southward IMF Bz < 0 after ~2117–2118 UT likely initiated an active period
of enhanced magnetic reconnection at the dayside MP, which, together with the fast >600 km/s solar wind
speed (Figure 2d) and a probable 1.0 <Dp<2.4 nPa solarwind dynamic pressure (see Figures 1 and 2), eroded
and pushed the MP earthward across THEMIS at 2119:00 UT.

Figure 3 provides an enlarged view of magnetic field and plasma observations by the TH‐A satellite at
2117–2125 UT when it encountered the two consecutive MP current sheets as highlighted between two pairs
of vertical dotted lines. The twoMP layers are separated by a short ~1min period from 2119:00 to 2120:10 UT
when TH‐A sampled a high‐density and low‐temperature magnetosheath, which is clear from a lack of high‐

Figure 2. (a–e) ACE observations (1 s IMF and 64 s SWEPAM) shifted
forward in time by 39.5 min from the L1 point to the dayside
magnetopause at 2057–2127 UT on 15 November 2010. OMNI 1 min IMF
data (source: ACE) are shifted forward in time by 1.8 min through the
magnetosheath (symbols in Panels a–c) on the basis of TH‐A velocity
observations in the magnetosheath at 2119:09–2119:28 UT; (f) predicted
subsolar locations of the bow shock (black) and magnetopause (red) in
terms of Earth radii; (g) plasma number density (Np) as observed by
TH‐A (black) and a shocked solar wind density NMS= 4Nsw as observed by
ACE (red); (h) GSM magnetic field observed by TH‐A; and (i) GSM ion
velocity observed by TH‐A.
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energy ions and a general absence of electrons of magnetospheric origin in
the omnidirectional energy‐time spectrograms (see Figures 3b–3f).
Figure 3d shows a pitch angle distribution of 2–5 keV magnetospheric
electron energy fluxes. A weak flux of field‐aligned electrons is observed
in the magnetosheath adjacent to the second MP crossing, indicating an
escape of high‐energy magnetospheric electrons across the MP
along an open magnetic field. TH‐A eventually entered into the magne-
tosheath a second time at ~2122:00–2123:30 UT. Both intervals of
magnetosheath observations were characterized by Bx > 0, By < 0, and
Bz < 0 with |Bz| > |By| (see Figure 3h), which is in general agreement with
the time‐shifted ACE observations of the IMF at this time as shown in
Figure 3a. We note that Hoilijoki et al. (2019) propose that these IMF con-
ditions could result in relatively smaller, and more frequent, FTE flux
ropes at the northern dayside MP location of the THEMIS satellites.

Figure 3g shows that the magnetic field strength B reached a stable
45<B<50nT level in theoutermagnetospherebefore2117:30UTand then
again in the magnetosphere region after 2124:00 UT. The magnetosheath
interval between the two highlightedMP encounters was characterized by
a slightly weaker 36 < B < 43 nT. However, the second MP encounter at
2120:10–2120:38 UT is clearly different in this aspect with an associated,
much stronger, peak magnetic field strength of B = 76.5 nT. This field is
nearly twice as large as that measured in the magnetosheath and clearly
stronger than in the magnetosphere during this 8 min interval of TH‐A
observations. Figure 3h shows that the enhanced magnetic field is mostly
directed in a negativeGSMBy directionwith additional contributions from
the GSM Bx component. The Bx component of the magnetic field
corresponds roughly to adirectionnormal to theMPsurface just northward
of thesubsolarpoint. Itdisplayedastrongpositiveperturbationat thebegin-
ning of the period with the increased negative By and then rotated through
Bx=0near the center of the negativeBy period before turning into a strong
negative Bx perturbation at the end of the By enhancement. The bipolar
Bx perturbation around a core ΔBy < 0 enhancement and the sense of
this bipolar Bx perturbation is consistent with the expected signature
ofanorthwardmovingFTE‐typefluxropealongthesunward(Bz<0)sideof
theMPboundary. Figure 3j shows that the total pressurePtot =PB+Pp+Pe
associated with this flux rope‐like magnetic field perturbation also
increased, as is often the case for an FTE‐type flux rope (e.g., Paschmann
et al., 1982), from ~1 nPa before the event to more than 2.5 nPa during the
event. Here, Ptot is the sum of proton Pp and electron Pe plasma pressures
and themagneticfieldpressurePB.The ionESAinstrumentmeasureda fast
Viz= 385 km/s northward flow (Figure 3i) on the Bz> 0 earthward side of
the flux rope. The flux rope itself was only associated with a weakly
enhanced Viz= 170 km/s northward flow and intermediate values of both
plasma density and ion temperature (Figures 3e and 3f) between that of
the adjacent relatively cold and dense magnetosheath, and the relatively
hot and tenuous outer magnetosphere.

Figure 4 compares the simultaneous 2117:20–2121:00 UT observations from TH‐A and TH‐E during the first,
outbound MP crossing and the second, inbound MP encounter. Figure 4f demonstrates that TH‐Emeasured
a much smaller positive Bx perturbation than TH‐A before the core region of the flux rope was encountered
at the second MP, while TH‐E observed a large negative Bx perturbation on the earthward Bz > 0
(see Figure 4h) side of this MP current sheet. Figure 4e shows that the magnetic field strength of the second
MP crossing increased to a similar level at TH‐E as that observed at TH‐A across the flux rope. However, this
is due to the strong negative Bx deflection, not a strong ΔBy < 0. In fact, the By component (see Figure 4g)

Figure 3. (a) Time‐shifted ACE IMF observations at 2117–2125 UT on 15
November 2010. The bottom panels display TH‐A observations for the
same time period: (b) omnidirectional ion energy‐time spectra,
(c) omnidirectional electron energy‐time spectra, (d) pitch angle
distribution of 2–5 keV electron energy fluxes, (e) ion plasma density,
(f) average ion temperature, (g) magnetic field strength, (h) magnetic field
(GSM), (i) ion velocity (GSM), and (j) color‐coded pressure observations.
The focus of this study is the two highlighted magnetopause encounters
between a pair of vertical dotted lines at 2117:37–2119:00 UT and
2120:10–2120:38 UT. TH‐A is located at [x, y, z]GSM = [10.1, −0.8, 3.8] RE at
this time.
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displayed very different signatures between this pair of satellites separated
by a total distance of only 0.38 RE. This apparent difference of the
magnetic field as displayed in a GSM coordinate system is better analyzed
in an LMN boundary normal coordinate system, as we discuss in
section 2.2.

The outboundMP crossing, observed by TH‐A from 2117:37 to 2119:00 UT
(see Figures 4b–4d), ended just 70 s before the MP encounter with an FTE
flux rope. This earlier MP crossing is associated with fast southward then
northward Viz flows at the northernmost TH‐A satellite (see Figure 4i)
as compared with the slower northward directed flows measured in the
adjacent magnetosheath. The initial 121 km/s southward jet is only pre-
sent on the Bz > 0 earthward side of the MP boundary layer, while the
353 km/s northward jet straddles the Bz = 0 transition of the MP current
sheet. The southernmost TH‐E satellite, in contrast, only sampled a north-
ward jet across the Bz rotation at the first MP current sheet. The total mag-
netic field strength did not increase substantially across the first MP
boundary, although a local field compression coincident with a plasma
density increase observed by TH‐A at 2118:30 UT (see Figure 4d) contrib-
uted to an observed ~70% increase of the total pressure (see Figure 4j).
Rather, TH‐A and TH‐E both recorded a local B depression in the Bz = 0
region of the MP current sheet as compared with the slight B enhance-
ments observed by both satellites immediately earthward and sunward
of the Bz reversal. These B enhancements are primarily associated with a
strengthening of the local Bz component of the magnetic field on
either side of the MP boundary. There are no similar |Bz| increases in
the magnetosheath proper after 2119:00 UT, and they are absent from
the mostly steady IMF observations recorded by ACE and shown in
Figure 4a. Moreover, Figure 3d displays an enhanced energy flux of
magnetospheric electrons streaming in the antiparallel (northward)
direction along this enhanced Bz < 0 magnetic field, while field‐aligned
magnetospheric electrons are absent, indicating that this magnetic field
is open and connected to Earth. The times of enhanced |Bz| on either
side of where Bz = 0 are observed to coincide with corresponding |By|
depressions of the mostly negative By component at TH‐A and TH‐E,
while |By| recovers across the central Bz = 0 region, such that the By sig-
natures across the MP are reminiscent of those first reported as tripolar
out‐of‐plane perturbations in Polar satellite observations at the subsolar
MP (Eriksson et al., 2016).

TH‐D remained in the low‐density (Np ~ 1 cm−3) outer magnetosphere
until 2118:40 UT (not shown) when the satellite rapidly traversed the
MP current sheet from Bz > 0 into the adjacent magnetosheath Bz < 0
boundary layer, which is characterized by a presence of weaker energy
fluxes of high‐energy magnetospheric electrons. TH‐D observed the same
strengthening of a negative Bz coincident with a positive By rotation

across a northward Viz jet within this magnetosheath boundary layer as did TH‐A and TH‐E. However,
TH‐Dneither sampled the southwardViz jet that TH‐A encountered earthward of the first MP, nor the initial
sequence of a negative‐then‐positive By variation within a low‐latitude boundary layer (LLBL) that TH‐A
and TH‐E sampled during a prolonged 1 min interval from ~2117:40 UT to 2118:40 UT on the earthward
Bz > 0 side of this first MP. Considering the relative proximity of TH‐D to the other satellites, with a
ΔYGSM = 0.575 RE separation between TH‐D and TH‐A, it appears that the tripolar By magnetic field
structures within a higher‐density LLBL mixing region are spatially limited. We focus the remainder of this
section of observations on contrasting the differences and similarities that TH‐A and TH‐E measured in

Figure 4. (a) Time‐shifted (39.5 min) ACE IMF observations at 1 s cadence
in GSM coordinates; (b) TH‐A ion energy‐time spectrogram; (c) TH‐A
electron energy‐time spectrogram; (d) ion plasma density; (e) magnetic field
strength; (f–h) GSM Bx, By, and Bz components; (i) GSM Vz ion velocity
component; (j) total pressure Ptot = PB + Pp + Pe. Panels (d–j) compare
simultaneous TH‐A (red color) and TH‐E (black) observations. All
observations are shown from 2117:20 to 2121:00 UT on 15 November 2010.
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magnetic fields and ion particle signatures across the two MP encounters in a local boundary normal LMN
coordinate system.

2.2. Observations in Boundary Normal Coordinates

We transform magnetic fields and ion velocity moments from the GSM coordinate system into a fixed LMN
boundary normal system to allow for detailed interspacecraft comparisons of the magnetic field structures
and ion velocity changes relative to the local MP current sheet. We apply a minimum variance (MVAB)
analysis (Sonnerup & Scheible, 1998) of the 0.25 s cadence magnetic field that TH‐E observed between
2117:29.8 UT and 2119:04.0 UT with eigenvalues [λ1, λ2, λ3] = [21.1, 108.2, 1370.0] (nT)2. This interval
incorporates the first complete MP crossing with a 138° magnetic field rotation angle from the geomagnetic
fieldBGSM= [−17.6,−10.0, 44.6] nT to themagnetosheath fieldBGSM= [8.1,−17.9,−30.1] nT. The resulting-
boundary normal direction NGSM = [0.932488, −0.245197, 0.265224] and the direction of maximum
variance LGSM = [−0.252990, 0.080716, 0.964096] define a dawnward, out‐of‐plane direction (M = N × L)
of a right‐handed, orthogonal LMN system with MGSM = [−0.257802, −0.966107, 0.013235].

Figure 5 displays a side‐by‐side comparison of TH‐A and TH‐E observations in this fixed LMN boundary
coordinate system from 2117:20 UT to 2121:00 UT. The two satellites observed a characteristic BM variation
(see Figures 5g and 5s) across the first MP current sheet with enhanced total pressure at TH‐A (see Figure 5l)
but without an obvious FTE flux rope in the absence of a bipolar BN variation of the normal magnetic field.
The BM variation displays an initial BM increase, which is followed by a tripolar ΔBM signature. The tripolar
variation consists of two substantial BM decreases separated by a localized BM recovery at the time of the
BL = 0 transition (see Figures 5f and 5r). A Walén prediction, VL = VL0 ± [(1 − α0)ρ0/μ0]

1/2(BL/ρ − BL0/
ρ0), is displayed as the red and blue traces in Figure 5i for the TH‐A interval 2118:33.2–2118:52.4 UT, and
in Figure 5u for the TH‐E interval 2118:34.0–2118:50.4 UT across the northward flow enhancement of the
first MP current sheet. The red traces correspond to VL = VL0−ΔVL from the magnetosphere side of the cur-
rent sheet and the blue traces correspond to VL = VL0 + ΔVL from the magnetosheath side of the current
sheet into the jet. This pressure anisotropy‐weighted expression (Paschmann et al., 1986) is based on the
high‐cadence BL magnetic field and spin cadence plasma parameters (ρ = Nmp and α) interpolated to this
BL magnetic field. Subscripts “0” refer to values in the two external regions. The ion pressure anisotropy
α ≡ (Ppara − Pperp)μ0/B

2 is obtained from the ion temperatures parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic
field (not shown). The good agreement with the measured ViL for both satellites confirms that this jet is
consistent with a northward reconnection exhaust from a southern X‐line.

The subsequent MP encounter that we associate with an FTE‐type flux rope displays a very symmetric
positive‐then‐negative bipolar variation of the normal BN component of the magnetic field (see Figure 5h)
at TH‐A consistent with a northward moving helical flux rope (e.g., Cowley, 1982). In contrast, while
TH‐E observed very similar magnetic fields in all three LMN components as TH‐A did in the preceding
magnetosheath interval, it observed a very different magnetic field along this inbound trajectory near the
FTE flux rope as compared with TH‐A. First, the BN component (see Figure 5t) displayed a very asymmetric,
positive‐then‐negative bipolar variation that remained negative (BN < 0) earthward of the flux rope. Second,
the two satellites observed very different BM signatures. TH‐A observed a highly asymmetric bipolar BM
across the FTE flux rope with a weak and narrow duskward ΔBM < 0 on the sunward side of what we
interpret as a dawnward ΔBM > 0 core region of the flux rope. TH‐A encountered this FTE core field mostly
on the BL < 0 side of theMP current sheet (see Figures 5f and 5g). However, TH‐E once again observed a very
clear, tripolar ΔBM signature across this second MP encounter near the FTE flux rope as it had recorded
across the first MP current sheet without an obvious FTE flux rope. It starts with a similarly weak and nar-
row ΔBM < 0 on the magnetosheath side, just as TH‐A observed, followed by a modest ΔBM > 0 core field
and, finally, TH‐E observed a significant duskward ΔBM < 0 deflection on the earthward BL > 0 side of
the flux rope. The northernmost TH‐A satellite did not record this large duskward ΔBM < 0 depression in
the LLBL. Finally, neither THEMIS satellite recorded a southward ViL jet (see Figures 5i and 5u) from the
ion moments of the distribution at this second MP current sheet to support a northern X‐line. Rather, the
ion moments indicated a positive and variable ViL across the flux rope at both satellites, while a prominent
northward ViL > 0 jet from a southern X‐line was clearly present on the earthward (BL > 0) side of the flux
rope at both locations.
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Figure 5. TH‐A (a–l) and TH‐E (m–x) observations are compared side by side at 211720–212100 UT: (a, m)
Omnidirectional ion energy‐time spectrogram; (b, n) omnidirectional electron energy‐time spectrogram; (c, o) ion
plasma density; (d, p) average ion (black) and electron (red) temperatures; (e, q) magnetic field strength; (f, r) L
component of the magnetic field; (g, s)M component of the magnetic field; (h, t) N component of the magnetic field; (i, u)
L component of ion velocity; (j, v) M component of ion velocity; (k, w) N component of ion velocity; (l, x) total
pressure (black) and its contributions from the magnetic field pressure (blue), ion plasma pressure (red) and electron
plasma pressure (cyan). The red and blue traces in panels (i) and (u) display the pressure anisotropy‐weighted Walén
prediction VL = VL0 ± ΔVL where ΔVL = [(1 − α0)ρ0/μ0]

1/2(BL/ρ − BL0/ρ0). The two pairs of black, vertical dotted lines
mark a tripolar ΔBM signature across the first outbound MP crossing and a mature FTE flux rope across the second
inbound MP crossing. Shaded vertical regions mark the time intervals of a few ion velocity distribution functions as
shown in Figures 6 and 7. TH‐A is located at [x, y, z]GSM = [10.1, −0.8, 3.8] RE, and TH‐E is located at
[x, y, z]GSM = [10.3, −0.6, 3.5] RE at this time.
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2.3. Ion VDF Observations

Figure6provides a set of ionVDFs thatTH‐Arecordedaround thefirstMPcurrent sheet (Figures 6a–6f), in the
magnetosheath proper at 2119:30 UT (Figure 6g) and across the second FTE‐related MP (Figures 6h and 6i).
Each ion VDF is obtained during a complete 3 s spin period of the satellite. The first ion VDF at 2117:30 UT
(Figure 6a) is representative of the tenuous, outer magnetosphere population. The ion distribution sampled
in the LLBL at 2118:00 UT (Figure 6b) displays a roughly D‐shaped antiparallel beam of magnetosheath ions
(Cowley, 1982) as compared with the more isotropic magnetosheath population (see Figure 6g), the core of
which is drifting northward or opposite the southward BL < 0magnetic field. In contrast, the LLBLmagnetic
field is predominantly northwardBL> 0whenTH‐A recorded the ion distribution of Figure 6b during thefirst
ΔBM>0perturbation. That is, the antiparallel‐propagatingmagnetosheath ions of this southwardViL exhaust
mayhave entered theLLBLnear anX‐line northward of TH‐A.Figure 6f displays a similar,mostly antiparallel
ion beamdistribution that TH‐A sampled around 2118:48UT.However, these ions drift northward, since this
ion VDF is obtained clearly on the BL < 0 side of the MP current sheet (see Figure 5f). The distribution is also
more anisotropic, as compared with the isotropic ion VDF in the magnetosheath proper, which is consistent
with a northward ion exhaust from an X‐line to the south of TH‐A.

Figure 6. TH‐A (3 s) reduced ion velocity distribution functions (VDF) in a plane defined by the field‐parallel direction (VB) and the field‐perpendicular direction
along the convection electric field (VBxV): (a) low‐density magnetosphere at 2117:31–2117:34 UT; (b) southward jet at 2117:58–2118:01 UT when BL > 0;
(c–e) three consecutive ion VDFs during the jet transition when BL > 0 and first ΔBM < 0 dip at 2118:25–2118:28 UT, 2118:28–2118:32 UT, and 2118:32–2118:35
UT; (f) northward jet at 2118:47–2118:50 UT when BL < 0; (g) ion VDF in the magnetosheath at 2119:29–2119:32 UT; (h) flux rope ion VDF at
2120:12–2120:15 UT when BL < 0, BM < 0, and BN > 0; (i) northward jet at 2120:48–2120:51 UT on earthward side of flux rope when BL > 0.
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The three consecutive ion VDFs shown in Figures 6c–6e sampled the region between the two oppositely
directed ion exhausts at 2118:25–2118:35 UT. Figure 5 (left) marks this interval using a shaded vertical bar.
The three ion VDFs display two separate, counterstreaming ion beams along the BL > 0 magnetic field that
TH‐A measured during the first substantial ΔBM < 0 perturbation of a tripolar BM magnetic field. The
sequence illustrates an apparent transition of the two counterstreaming ion beams in velocity space, which
could be spatial in nature as we discuss in section 4. The phase space density of the initially dominant
antiparallel (southward) ion beam at 2118:27 UT from a northern X‐line decreases as the phase space density
of the parallel‐streaming ions grows into a D‐shaped northward ion beam from a southern X‐line that
dominates over the antiparallel ion beam at 2118:33 UT, which is also reflected by a northward ViL
component of the ion velocity moment at this time as shown in Figure 5i. Two active X‐lines at the dayside
MP current sheet can explain the counterstreaming magnetosheath ion beams in this BL > 0 region of
the LLBL.

Figure 6h presents the ion VDF that TH‐Ameasured at 2120:12 UT on the BL < 0 magnetosheath side of the
secondMP crossing. The 3 s duration of this ion VDF interval, which is marked as the second shaded vertical
bar in Figure 5 (left), occurred within the first duskward ΔBM < 0 perturbation coincident with the peak
BN > 0 region of the FTE and immediately before the ΔBM > 0 core region of the FTE flux rope. The distribu-
tion displays one fast, roughly D‐shaped, field‐aligned ion beam, which is streaming southward along the
BL < 0 magnetic field. There is also one slow, antiparallel ion population with high ion phase space density
that could be associated with a magnetosheath source, such that the integrated VDF results in a northward
ViL = 74 km/s flow (cf. Figure 5i) in agreement with the dominant magnetosheath flow direction. However,
the D‐shaped southward ion beam strongly suggests the presence of an X‐line poleward of TH‐A before the
satellite entered the core region of this FTE flux rope. There is also strong evidence for the presence of an
active X‐line equatorward of TH‐A from the fast northward exhaust and the field‐aligned, D‐shaped ion
VDF (see Figure 6i) that TH‐A measured along the BL > 0 magnetic field on the LLBL side of the flux rope
at 2120:48 UT.

TH‐Edidnotmeasure any counterstreaming ion beams in thefirstΔBM<0 region from2118:15 to 2118:27UT
of thefirstMPcrossing, asTH‐Adid in three consecutivemeasurements between the twoconvergingexhausts.
Rather, it measured amagnetospheric‐like ion population (see Figure 7a) reminiscent of themagnetospheric
ion VDF shown in Figure 6a, in general agreement with a lower plasma density of this LLBL mixing region
(cf. Figures 5m–5o) thanTH‐Aobserved (cf. Figures 5a–5c). Further, TH‐Edidnot observe a clearlyD‐shaped,
southward ion beamalong theBL< 0magneticfield on themagnetosheath side of theflux rope as TH‐Adid at
2120:12 UT. Instead, TH‐E recorded an intriguing ion VDF (see Figure 7b) within the first duskwardΔBM< 0
depressionof a tripolarBMfield that consistedof two separate, antiparallel‐propagating (northward) ionpopu-
lations at 2120:06 UT and a third, weakly southward drifting (parallel) ion population. Figure 5 (right) marks
this 3 s VDF interval with a shaded vertical bar.We interpret this ionVDF as consisting of two counterstream-
ing ion beams of low phase space density, surrounding a dominant core population of slowly northward

Figure 7. TH‐E (3 s) reduced ion velocity distribution functions (VDF) in a plane defined by the field‐parallel direction (VB) and the field‐perpendicular
direction along the convection electric field (VBxV): (a) LLBL mixing region at time of first ΔBM < 0 dip 2118:21–2118:24 UT; (b) flux rope ion VDF at
2120:04–2120:07 UT when BL < 0, BM < 0, and BN > 0; (c) northward jet at 2120:35–2120:38 UT on earthward side of flux rope when BL > 0.
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drifting magnetosheath ions of high phase space density. TH‐E also measured a fast field‐aligned and
D‐shaped ion beam from a southern X‐line at 2120:36 UT on the earthward side (BL > 0) of the MP current
sheet as shown in Figure 7c. It is very similar to the D‐shaped ion beams observed by TH‐A at 2120:48 UT
(see Figure 6i) on this earthward LLBL side of the MP.

3. Spatial Dimension Analyses of THEMIS Observations

We summarize the THEMIS observations across the two back‐to‐back MP encounters on 15 November 2010
with an illustration of themagnetic field (B) and ion velocity (ViL) along the two satellite trajectories through
two plausible magnetic field structures. We first employ a deHoffmann‐Teller (HT) frame analysis
(Khrabrov & Sonnerup, 1998) to obtain a structure velocity VHT for each satellite across the two consecutive
MP encounters. Figure 8 depicts the resulting convective electric field observations in the obtained HT
frames of reference for each satellite. Each panel provides the HT analysis time interval, the HT structure
velocity in GSM coordinates and the correlation coefficients between the measured ion –VGSM × BGSM

and the resulting –VHT × BGSM. We rotate each of the four VHT from GSM into the LMN coordinate system
that we used earlier for B and Vi. Both satellites record a similar northward structure velocity across the first
MP current sheet, [VHTL, VHTM, VHTN] = [294.77, 24.69, −67.51] km/s at TH‐A and [VHTL, VHTM,
VHTN] = [274.54, 29.69,−85.44] km/s at TH‐E. The earthward directed VHTN < 0 of theMP boundarymotion
is consistent with an outbound MP crossing of the satellites. The HT structure velocities of the second
MP encounter with an FTE flux rope also compare very well at the two satellites, [VHTL, VHTM,

Figure 8. deHoffmann‐Teller (HT) analyses resulting in moving frames of reference for TH‐A (left) and TH‐E (right) at
the times of the first (top: a, b) and the second (bottom: c, d) magnetopause encounters. GSM convection electric
fields are shown for each time interval with color representing XGSM (black), YGSM (green), and ZGSM (red). Correlation
coefficients and HT frame velocities VHT in GSM coordinates are stated in each panel.
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VHTN] = [109.38, −47.51, 170.17] km/s at TH‐A and [VHTL, VHTM, VHTN] = [106.60, −51.38, 160.74] km/s at
TH‐E. The positive VHTN > 0 reflects a sunward MP motion consistent with an inbound MP crossing of the
satellites. It is also clear from the in‐planemagnitudes VNL = (VN

2 + VL
2)1/2 of these HT frame velocities that

the second MP‐associated flux rope drifted about 100 km/s slower across the satellites than the magnetic
field structures of the first MP.

The HT frame velocities of Figure 8 can be used to define the NL plane trajectory of the two satellites through
the MP boundary from tan(α) = |VHTN/VHTL| such that α = 90° corresponds to a trajectory along the MP
normal direction. The similar α direction angles for the first MP crossing (12.9° and 17.3°) and the second
MP encounter (57.3° and 56.4°) suggest that we may average the two HT structure velocities for TH‐A and
TH‐E across each separate MP boundary. Figure 9 displays the resulting satellite trajectories of TH‐A and
TH‐E across the twoMP current sheets that also include the knownNL plane separation of the two satellites.
The accumulated spatial distances are transformed into ion inertial lengths Li = c/ωpi using a fixed
Li = 99.96 km for both satellites for a more straightforward interspacecraft comparison. This
Li = 99.96 km value is obtained by TH‐A across the first MP boundary layer for a measured average plasma
densityNp = 5.8 cm−3 at 2118:27–2118:57 UT. We display the two outbound satellite trajectories for the time
interval between 2117:38.5 UT and 2119:00.2 UT, with dots marking the start of each trajectory. TH‐A trails
TH‐E almost perfectly through the first MP boundary in this NL plane from a combination of VHT and
satellite separation. We use a start location of the two subsequent inbound trajectories (dots) that includes
a southward displacement of ΔL ~ 130 Li from the end locations of the outbound section, which is obtained
using the northward magnetosheath speed during the 70 s separation between the two MP encounters. The
inbound section is limited to the time interval 2120:00.1–2120:41.4 UT.

Table 1 provides reference values of the LMNmagnetic field for TH‐A and TH‐E in the magnetosphere, prior
to the first ΔBM > 0 enhancement in the LLBL, and in the adjacent magnetosheath for the first MP current
sheet. The satellites observed a very similar BM/BL = 0.35 guide field ratio in the magnetosphere as the Polar
satellite observed across a similar tripolar BM structure (Eriksson et al., 2016). The BM/BL ratio is only slightly
more elevated in the magnetosheath. We define a background guide magnetic field across this first MP
crossing, BG = 15.9 nT, as the average of the four BM values measured by TH‐A and TH‐E on either side
of this MP boundary. Table 2 provides LMN reference values of the magnetic field for TH‐A and TH‐E in
the magnetosheath, prior to the first ΔBM < 0 enhancement, and in the adjacent LLBL for the second MP
current sheet. The satellites observed a similar, but somewhat lower, BM/BL = 0.2 guide field ratio adjacent
to the FTE flux rope.We note that the background guide magnetic field, BG = 8.6 nT, obtained as the average
of the two BM values measured by TH‐A and TH‐E in the magnetosheath, is weaker for this inbound MP
crossing as compared with BG = 15.9 nT of the outbound MP crossing.

Figure 9a displays the out‐of‐plane variations ΔBM = BM − BG along each satellite trajectory in red color
for ΔBM > 0 and in blue color for ΔBM < 0 with BG = 15.9 nT for the outbound MP crossing and
BG = 8.6 nT for the inbound MP encounter. Figures 9b and 9c display the same out‐of‐plane ΔBM informa-
tion as in Figure 9a but using a cyan color for ΔBM > 0 regions. In addition, Figure 9b displays every fourth
data point of the in‐plane 4 Hz magnetic field vectors, BNL = BN + BL, along each satellite trajectory.
Figure 9c displays the measured ViL ion flow component in the satellite frame of reference along each
trajectory for a straightforward comparison with the time series observations of Figure 5. The additional
vector information (BNL and ViL) along the two satellite trajectories of Figures 9b and 9c are shown as red
vectors for TH‐A and black vectors for TH‐E.

We use the in‐plane magnetic fields of Figure 9b and the evidence of two active X‐lines for each MP encoun-
ter, as discussed earlier, to render the proposed outline of two magnetic island structures. The out‐of‐plane
ΔBM perturbations across the northern magnetic island of the Figure 9 schematic suggest that the initial
dawnward ΔBM> 0 extends deep into the interior of this island. This dawnward ΔBM> 0 also coincides with
a southward ViL exhaust on the earthward LLBL side of BL = 0 (e.g., Figures 5g and 5i) from a northern
X‐line, in agreement with the expected earthward shift of exhausts in asymmetric plasma density conditions
across the MP (Cassak & Shay, 2007). However, Hall magnetic fields are not expected to be this pronounced
on the earthward side for asymmetric MP conditions (e.g., Karimabadi et al., 1999). A question is whether
this positive ΔBM > 0 deep inside the LLBL region may be explained in terms of a superposition of the
BG > 0 guide field in the adjacent magnetosheath with a positive Hall field.
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The subsequent tripolar ΔBM perturbations that surround the BL = 0 region of the proposed northern
magnetic island and out toward the magnetosheath is of the same sense as the tripolar ΔBM signature that
TH‐E recorded along its inbound path near a mature FTE flux rope. The presence of a fast northward direc-
ted ion exhaust toward the magnetosheath side of this earlier tripolar ΔBM observation suggests that it is
associated with magnetic reconnection.

The two proposed magnetic islands of Figure 9 between two X‐lines likely represent two spatially separate
magnetic field structures due to the faster northward HT drift of the first structure as compared with the
slower northward HT drift of the FTE flux rope.We associate the southernmagnetic island of Figure 9 with a
mature FTE flux rope. The northernmagnetic islandmay correspond to an early (nascent) stage of a so‐called
crater FTE flux rope on the basis of a total pressure enhancement observed by TH‐A and local depressions of

Figure 9. Satellite trajectory representations of TH‐A and TH‐E magnetic field observations in the NL plane on 15
November 2010 with M = N × L positive into the plane of the figure. We employ the average of the two HT frame
velocities from TH‐A and TH‐E for each MP crossing and thus obtain the spatial orientations of the satellite trajectories:
(a) red color segments correspond to times when ΔBM = BM − BG > 0, and blue color segments correspond to sections
of ΔBM < 0 along each trajectory. The guide field BG = 15.9 nT for the outbound crossing and BG = 8.6 nT for the
inbound crossing; (b) low‐resolution (1 Hz) NL plane B along each trajectory; (c) ViL along each trajectory. Red color
segments along each trajectory in Panel (a) are shown in cyan color in Panels (b) and (c) for clarity. In‐plane B and ViL
are shown in black for TH‐E and red color for TH‐A. Geometric shapes and locations of proposed magnetic islands
are rendered on the basis of visual inspections of the measured NL plane B. Spatial distances are transformed into
ion inertial lengths using an average density Np = 5.8 cm−3 or Li = 99.96 km as measured by TH‐A at 2118:27–2118:57
UT in the outer part of the first MP boundary layer. TH‐E is separated by [ΔX, ΔY, ΔZ] = [11.8, 13.6, −16.5] Li
(GSM) from TH‐A, or [ΔL, ΔM, ΔN] = [−17.8, −16.4, 3.3] Li. Red (TH‐A) and black (TH‐E) dots denote trajectory start
locations.
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the total magnetic field observed by TH‐A and TH‐E across BL = 0 in a
region which is otherwise associated with modest increases of the
magnetic field strength on both sides of the first MP current sheet
(e.g., Chen et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2010).

Table 3 summarizes the duration and corresponding spatial dimensions of
each ΔBM = BM − BG segment of the tripolar perturbation across the first
MP crossing relative to BG = 15.9 nT. The LMN dimensions are given in
terms of a local ion inertial length at TH‐A (Li = 99.96 km) and we
employed the individual, northward directed VHT structure velocities as
stated earlier in LMN coordinates for each satellite (cf. Table 3 caption).
TheBM columnof Table 3 lists themaximumorminimumBMvaluewithin

each segment unless noted otherwise. It is clear that TH‐AandTH‐E,while separated by 1,640 kmalong theM
axis, or 16.4 Li, observed similarΔBM values of substantial magnitude relative to BG = 15.9 nT. The two satel-
lites observed a similar ~6–8Linormalwidth of themagnetosheath sideΔBM2<0. It is also interesting that the
northernmost, trailing TH‐Asatellite observed amore positive corefield enhancementΔBMc>0 acrossBL=0
than TH‐E with a similar ~8–10 Li normal width of this positive ΔBMc deflection. The normal width of the
initialΔBM1 < 0, while being very similar inmagnitude at the two satellites, is 19 Li at the leading TH‐E satel-
lite, and just over 2 Liwide at the trailing TH‐A satellite.

Table 4 displays the corresponding durations and LMN dimensions of the bipolar ΔBM = BM − BG segments
recorded by TH‐A, and the tripolarΔBM= BM− BG segmentsmeasured by TH‐E, relative to amagnetosheath
BG= 8.6 nT across the FTEflux rope. The local, but slower,VHT structure velocities areusedacross this second
MPencounter, andweemployed the sameLi=92.09kmatboth satellites for theaverageNp=6.4 cm−3 bound-
ary plasma density that TH‐Ameasured at 2120:10–2120:34UT. The normal width of themagnetosheath side
ΔBM2<0 regions relative toBG=8.6nT is 11–13Li, or nearly twice aswide as comparedwith the 6–8Linormal
widths of themagnetosheath sideΔBM2 < 0 regions relative to BG = 15.9 nT recorded at both satellites for the
earlier outboundpass. TheΔBMc=55nT corefield enhancement of the FTEflux rope relative toBG=8.6 nT is
more than twice as strong in magnitude as compared with ΔBMc across the BL = 0 transition of the first MP
crossing about 100 s earlier, when TH‐Emeasured ΔBMc = 18 nT and TH‐Ameasured ΔBMc = 24 nT relative
to BG = 15.9 nT. Moreover, the core field of the FTE flux rope covers a normal width of 43 Li, which is nearly
twice the 23 Li width of the positive ΔBMc > 0 field of the tripolar feature that TH‐E measured across this
flux rope.

4. PIC Numerical Simulation

In order to address the origin of the observed out‐of‐planemagneticfields as summarized in Figure 9, we carry
out 2.5‐dimensional electromagnetic PIC simulations using the P3D code (Zeiler et al., 2002). The P3D code
evolves the relativistic Vlasov‐Maxwell equations in time on a Cartesian grid. The electromagnetic fields are
stepped forward in time using a second‐order trapezoidal leapfrog scheme, while the particles are stepped for-
ward using a relativistic Boris stepper (Birdsall & Langdon, 2004). The divergence constraints in Maxwell's
equations are enforced using a divergence cleaning scheme every 10 particle time steps using the multigrid
technique (Trottenberg et al., 2000).

4.1. PIC Simulation Setup

Times, lengths, velocities, and temperatures are normalized in the
code, respectively, to the reciprocal of the ion cyclotron frequency
Ωci0

−1 = mi/eB0, the ion inertial length di0 = cA0/Ωci0, the ion Alfvén

speed cA0 = B0/√(μ0n0mi), and T0 = micA0
2, where B0 and n0 are a refer-

ence magnetic field strength and particle number density. The elementary
charge, ion mass, and magnetic permeability of free space are denoted e,
mi, and μ0. Here, B0 = 33.9 nT and n0 = 25 cm−3, with the corresponding
di0 = 45.54 km, cA0 = 148.0 km/s, Ωci0

−1 = 0.308 s, and T0 = 228.32 eV,
where B0 is the observed value of BL recorded by TH‐A at 2119:13 UT
on the magnetosheath side of the current sheet (see Figure 5f). The

Table 1
LMNReference Magnetic Fields Across the First MP Current Sheet for TH‐A
and TH‐E

Satellite Time (UT) BL (nT) BM (nT) BN (nT) BM/BL

TH‐A MSP 2117:38.5 46.8 16.0 −2.8 0.34
TH‐E MSP 2117:39.5 47.1 16.7 −3.2 0.35
TH‐A MSH 2119:05.2 −35.6 14.9 3.1 0.42
TH‐E MSH 2119:00.4 −34.6 16.1 1.6 0.47

Note. Averages of 0.25 s cadence magnetic fields are 5 s in duration prior
to the listed outer magnetosphere (MSP) times and after the listed
magnetosheath (MSH) times.

Table 2
LMNReference Magnetic Fields Across the FTE Flux Rope of the SecondMP
Current Sheet for TH‐A and TH‐E

Satellite Time (UT) BL (nT) BM (nT) BN (nT) BM/BL

TH‐A MSH 2119:58.1 −38.1 8.9 −1.2 0.23
TH‐E MSH 2119:53.3 −38.4 8.2 −1.2 0.21
TH‐A LLBL 2120:41.4 49.3 12.4 0.6 0.25
TH‐E LLBL 2120:30.4 39.5 −7.4 −16.1 0.19

Note. Averages of 0.25 s cadence magnetic fields are 5 s in duration prior
to the listed magnetosheath (MSH) times and 5 s after the listed low‐lati-
tude boundary layer (LLBL) times.
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reference number density is arbitrary, not corresponding to any observed density, but chosen for numerical
expediency.

The simulation results are displayed in the same boundary normal LMN coordinate system as used for the
observations with positive L in the direction of the reconnecting magnetic field on the magnetospheric side,
N in the normal direction from themagnetosphere to themagnetosheath, andM=N×L being positive in the
dawnward direction. The 2.5‐D simulation, which employs periodic boundary conditions, is performed in the
NL plane. The choice of periodic boundary conditions is a feature of the simulation that imposes a string of
multiple active X‐lines along the current sheet and a particle recirculation capable of mimicking injections
from secondary X‐lines. This allows a more direct test of the observations than using open boundary condi-
tions. The ion to electronmass ratiomi/me= 25 is sufficient to supportHall physics, and the normalized speed
of light c/cA0 = 30. The physical size of the simulation domain is LL × LN = 204.8 × 102.4 di0 with a uniform
grid size of 0.0125 di0. There are initially 50 macroparticles per grid cell corresponding to a total of ~6.7 × 109

particles per species. Particles are weighted to have a uniform average number of particles per grid cell at the
initial time. The particle time step dt = 0.00125Ωci0

−1. The time step for the electromagnetic fields is dt/3 in
order to resolve light waves.

The initial conditions consist of two oppositely directed current sheets. At time t = 0, the spatial profiles of
the reconnecting BL component and the out‐of‐plane BM component of the magnetic field are given as
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Table 3
LMN Dimensions and Maximum Variations of the Tripolar ΔBM (nT) Out‐of‐Plane Magnetic Field on 15 November 2010
Relative to a Background Guide Magnetic Field BG = 15.9 nT

Segment Start (UT) Δt (s) ΔL, ΔM, ΔN (Li) BM (nT) ΔBM = BM − BG (nT)

TH‐A ΔBM1 < 0 2118:31.740 3.29 9.7, 0.8, −2.2 0.6 −15.3
TH‐A ΔBMc > 0 2118:35.030 14.97 44.1, 3.7, −10.1 39.7 +23.8
TH‐A ΔBM2 < 0 2118:50.000 9.40 27.7, 2.3, −6.3 −18.4 [−9.5] −34.3 [−25.4]
TH‐E ΔBM1 < 0 2118:11.700 21.77 59.8, 6.5, −18.6 1.2 −14.7
TH‐E ΔBMc > 0 2118:33.470 9.04 24.8, 2.7, −7.7 34.1 +18.2
TH‐E ΔBM2 < 0 2118:42.510 9.54 26.2, 2.8, −8.2 −21.5 [−16.2] −37.4 [−32.1]

Note. Dimensions, given in units of the ion inertial length Li= 99.96 km (see text), are based on time durationΔt (s) and
LMN structure velocity VHT. The LMN structure velocity is VHT = [294.77, 24.69, −67.51] km/s for TH‐A and
VHT = [274.54, 29.69, −85.44] km/s for TH‐E. BM values stated in brackets are average values with peak BM minima
of Figures 5g and 5s excluded.

Table 4
LMN Dimensions of ΔBM (nT) Variations on 15 November 2010 Relative to a Background Out‐of‐Plane Guide Magnetic
Field BG = 8.6 nT

Segment Start (UT) Δt (s) ΔL, ΔM, ΔN (Li) BM (nT) ΔBM = BM − BG (nT)

TH‐A ΔBM2 < 0 2120:10.230 5.82 6.9, − 3.0, 10.8 −20.7 −29.3
TH‐A ΔBMc > 0 2120:16.050 23.10 27.4, − 11.9, 42.7 64.0 +55.4
TH‐E ΔBM2 < 0 2120:01.130 7.43 8.6, − 4.1, 13.0 −11.8 −20.4
TH‐E ΔBMc > 0 2120:08.565 13.32 15.4, − 7.4, 23.2 38.5 +29.9
TH‐E ΔBM1 < 0 2120:21.880 8.52 9.9, − 4.8, 14.9 −35.0 −43.6

Note. Dimensions, relative to the local ion inertial length Li = 92.09 km (see text), are based on time duration Δt (s) and
LMN structure velocity VHT. The LMN structure velocity is VHT = [109.38, −47.51, 170.17] km/s for TH‐A and
VHT = [106.60, −51.38, 160.74] km/s for TH‐E.
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The spatial BL and BM profiles are equivalent to equations (8) and (9) of Malakit et al. (2010) aside from
the addition of a guide field. The ion Ti and electron Te temperature profiles at time t = 0 are identical to
the spatial dependence of BM. The asymptotic values on the magnetosphere side are denoted with
subscripts “1” and those on the magnetosheath side are denoted with subscripts “2.” The initial current
sheet half‐thickness w0 = 1.29 di0. The number density profiles are chosen so that total pressure balance
is achieved in the fluid sense.

The goal is to achieve asymptotic plasma parameters on the two sides of the simulated current sheets that cor-
respond to the THEMIS satellite observations. However, the event examined here introduces some ambiguity
in achieving local pressure balance of the simulated current sheet as discussed briefly below. We use TH‐A
data at 2117:33 UT for the magnetosphere side and TH‐A data at 2119:13 UT for the magnetosheath side
(see Figure 5). The inferred magnetosheath parameters are BL2/B0 = 1.000, BM2/B0 = 0.436, n2/n0 = 0.576,
Ti2/T0 = 1.069, and Te2/T0 = 0.262. However, in using measured temperature moments of the entire ion
distribution on themagnetosphere side,wefind that the observed values arenot consistentwith local pressure
balance in thefluid sense, which is expected in the physical system. In particular, the average ion temperature
obtained by TH‐A in the outer magnetosphere at 2117:30 UT suggests a relatively cold proton temperature of
only 787 eV due to the presence of a cold ion population (see Figure 5a).

To address this, we set up two different simulations, each employing a different approach to attain pressure
balance, and test whether the different approaches influence the results of importance for this study. The first
assumption is to use observed data for all temperatures except for the electron temperature on the
magnetospheric side, which is set to obtain pressure balance in the fluid sense. Using this assumption, the
magnetospheric plasma parameters are BL1/B0 = 1.377, BM1/B0 = 0.448, n1/n0 = 0.025, Ti1/T0 = 3.448, and
Te1/T0 = 8.865. We note that the ratio of guide field to reconnecting field (BMi/BLi, with i= 1, 2) on both sides
of the current sheet is nearly the same, that is, about 0.4. However, these parameters result in an atypical
Te1 > Ti1. The second assumption is to use measured Ti2 and Te2, while assuming a typical Ti1/Te1 ~ 5 ratio
for the magnetosphere proper. All parameters are the same in the two simulations with the exception of
themagnetospheric ion and electron temperatures, which areTi1/T0 = 10.249 andTe1/T0 = 2.065.We explore
the effects of the two different magnetospheric temperature ratios on the out‐of‐plane BM magnetic field
evolution in a reduced domain size LL × LN = 102.4 × 51.2 di0. A detailed comparison of BM (not shown)
reveals quite similar macroscale and mesoscale structures in the two simulations. Furthermore, ion velocity
distributions in representative locations from both simulations are qualitatively similar (not shown).We con-
clude that, for the purpose of the present study, using the first assumption with an atypical ion to electron
temperature ratio on the magnetospheric side does not seem to adversely affect the interpretation of our
results. Thus, in what follows, we strictly show results from the larger domain simulation with parameters
given by the first assumed profile with Te1 > Ti1.

Reconnection is initiated in the simulation by coherently perturbing the in‐plane magnetic field with an
amplitude 0.025B0 in BN and BL to generate an X‐line/O‐line pair at both current sheets. As the simulation
evolves in time the initial O‐lines, that is, the primary magnetic islands, grow mainly along the inflow (N)
direction, and secondary magnetic islands are generated. The secondary islands either merge with one
another to form bigger islands, or they drift away from the main X‐line and eventually merge with the
primary island. Our simulation is carried out until t = 80 Ωci0

−1. This is long after the reconnection rate
reaches a quasi steady state at around t = 25 Ωci0

−1 (not shown). We first explore the out‐of‐plane magnetic
fields at the end of the simulation, that is, at t= 80Ωci0

−1. All simulation results are presented for the current
sheet in the region 0 ≤ N ≤ LN/2 of the simulation domain.

4.2. Macroscopic PIC Simulation Results

Figure 10a shows the out‐of‐plane guide magnetic field BM in the NL plane relative to a background guide
field BG/B0 ~ 0.4 in the positive M direction (dawnward). Red colors correspond to ΔBM > 0 (dawnward
variations) and blue colors correspond to ΔBM < 0 (duskward variations). The in‐plane magnetic field is
depicted as black solid lines with a positive (northward) BL component atN−NXL < 0 and a negative (south-
ward) BL at N − NXL > 0, with distances in the NL plane measured relative to the primary X‐line location at
(LXL, NXL) = (138.95, 25.55) di0. A black dashed line marks the spatial location where BL = 0. The associated
out‐of‐plane current flows in the negative M direction, antiparallel to the guide field direction, as in the
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THEMIS observations reported in sections 2 and 3. The low‐density magnetosphere is in the N − NXL < 0
region, and the high‐density magnetosheath is located at N − NXL > 0.

In this periodic system, the primary X‐line at L − LXL = 0 is also located at−204.8 di0, such that they bracket
a primary magnetic island. There are also recently formed secondary islands at L − LXL = −50 and −150 di0.
To compare the numerical signatures with THEMIS observations, we obtain an outward, oblique cut
through the primary island at a 15° average angle relative to the L direction as inferred observationally from
the deHoffmann‐Teller structure velocity of the first, outbound MP crossing in section 3. A crossing at this
oblique angle is depicted by the black arrow from the magnetosphere to the magnetosheath in Figure 10a.

The magnetic field and the plasma properties are obtained along this virtual path through the simulation.
Figure 10b shows the magnetic field components (BL is blue, BM is black, and BN is magenta) and total
strength BT (in green) for the outbound trajectory. Figure 10c shows the corresponding ion velocity compo-
nent ViL along the outflow direction and the ion plasma number density Ni. All parameters are plotted as a
function of r, defined as the distance along the trajectory relative to its starting point in units of di0.

The virtual spacecraft path shown in Figure 10a pierces the primary magnetic island. As it passes from the
magnetospheric side (N − NXL < 0) to the magnetosheath side (N − NXL > 0) of the current sheet, a region
with a positive ΔBM enhancement is seen up to r ~ 40 di0. Subsequently, a tripolar ΔBM signature is present
with a negative perturbation at 40 < r < 47 di0, followed by a positive perturbation at 47 < r < 86 di0, and

Figure 10. (a) The out‐of‐plane BM component of the magnetic field from the PIC simulation at time t = 80 Ωci0
−1 with

positive (dawnward) changes in red and negative (duskward) changes in blue relative to a dawnward (BG/BL = 0.42)
guide field. The in‐plane (NL plane) magnetic field lines are shown as black solid lines. A black dashed line marks BL = 0.
The low‐density magnetosphere is at negative N − NXL values, and the high‐density magnetosheath is at positive
N − NXL values. (b) Magnetic field components (BL = blue, BM = black, BN = magenta) and total magnetic field strength
(BT = green) along the outbound, oblique virtual satellite trajectory indicated in Panel (a). (c) Ion number density Ni
(red) and L component of the ion velocity ViL (black) along the same outbound trajectory. Horizontal axes of Panels
(b) and (c) display the along‐track distance r with r = 0 at the start of the cut. Red vertical dotted lines bracket tripolar BM
intervals. Four colored square symbols along the outbound trajectory in Panel (a) mark a series of four locations
where the ion VDFs of Figure 11 are measured. Panel (b) marks the same ion VDF locations as four vertical solid lines in
gray color. The region illustrated in the L direction exceeds the size of the computational domain; periodic boundary
conditions are used to extend the plot region to contain two active X‐lines.
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finally a second, negative ΔBM perturbation at 86 < r < 95 di0. During this tripolar variation, the ion outflow
velocity ViL (Figure 10c) transitions from a more negative value on the magnetospheric side (BL > 0) to a
positive value on the magnetosheath side (BL < 0). This resembles the bidirectional jet recorded by TH‐A
during its outbound MP crossing with a more intense northward (ViL > 0) jet toward the magnetosheath
as observed in the satellite frame of reference and shown in Figure 5i and Figure 9c. The initial simulated
ΔBM enhancement and the subsequent tripolar field perturbation display a remarkable similarity with those
observed by TH‐A and TH‐E (see Figures 5g and 5s) during their outbound MP crossings.

The maximum ΔBM= |BM − BG| value in each part of the simulated tripolar variation divided by the simula-
tion guide field value (BG = 0.4) results in ΔBM1/BG = 0.96, ΔBMc/BG = 1.03, and ΔBM2/BG = 0.62, where
subscripts “1” (magnetosphere side), “c” (core field), and “2” (magnetosheath side) refer to the same regions
as listed in Table 3. The corresponding values for the observations, using the values presented in Table 3, are
ΔBM1/BG = 0.96 (0.92), ΔBMc/BG = 1.50 (1.14), and ΔBM2/BG = 1.60 (2.02) for TH‐A (TH‐E) observations,
where BG = 15.9 nT. The simulated variations ΔBM1 and ΔBMc agree reasonably well with the observations.
The ΔBM2/BG variation, however, is lower in the simulation on the magnetosheath side of the current sheet
than THEMIS observed by a factor of 2.6 for TH‐A and by a factor of 3.3 for TH‐E, if we exclude the few data
points around the extreme BMminima shown in Figures 5g and 5s. Figures 5e–5g confirm that the very local
BM minimum that TH‐A observed on the BL < 0 side of the MP boundary layer is associated with an addi-
tional, highly localized BL < 0 enhancement just before 2119:00 UT that resulted in a further compression
of the total magnetic field strength than what we already discussed in section 2 for the magnetic field on this
side of the MP. It is possible that some of the differences between the observed and simulated BM depression
on this magnetosheath side is due to a dynamic draping of magnetosheath fields around a bulging magnetic
field structure that may have been more severe at the actual MP than what this stand‐alone PIC simulation
can reproduce in which reconnection is initiated using a perturbedmagnetic field with no external magnetic
field draping. Nevertheless, the exceptional overall agreement of the simulated and observed parameters
along this outbound crossing, as illustrated in Figures 9 and 10, including a localized depression of the total
magnetic field around BL = 0, provide strong supporting evidence that THEMIS encountered an early‐stage,
crater‐like nascent flux rope between two active reconnection X‐lines at the dayside MP current sheet.

The observed spatial dimensions of the outbound tripolar magnetic field signature are also comparable to
those of the simulation. The along‐track dimension of the simulated tripolar signature is obtained as the
distance r = 55.1 di0 between the pair of vertical red dotted lines in Figure 10b. Here, di0 = 45.54 km, so
r = 2,509 km. The spatial dimension of the observed tripolar signature was presented in section 3 in terms
of the ion inertial length Li scale based on the average ion density across the entire signature. The
average ion density across the complete spatial extent of the simulated tripolar signature, as obtained
between the pair of vertical dotted lines in Figure 10b, is Ni,avg/n0 = 0.3753 (Ni,avg = 9.38 cm−3). That is,
Li = 74.34 km ~ 1.63 di0 and the along‐track dimension of the simulated tripolar signature is
2,509 km/74.34 km ~ 33.8 Li in terms of this average structure density. The cumulative sum of each con-
secutive ΔL displacement (cf. fourth column of Table 3) of the observed tripolar field variation results in a
total ΔL = 81.5 Li for TH‐A and ΔL = 110.8 Li for TH‐E. Similarly, the total displacement along the nor-
mal direction is ΔN = −18.6 Li and ΔN = −34.5 Li for TH‐A and TH‐E, respectively. Thus, the observed
along‐track dimension of the tripolar signature is (ΔL2 + ΔN2)1/2, or 83.6 Li for TH‐A and 116.0 Li for
TH‐E. These NL plane distances correspond to 8,356 km for TH‐A and 11,600 km for TH‐E, where
Li = 99.96 km. The in‐plane dimension of the simulated tripolar signature is a factor of ~3.3–4.6 smaller
than the observed tripolar signature.

4.3. Microscopic PIC Simulation Results

To explore the proposed link between a tripolar ΔBM magnetic field signature and a presence of two active
X‐lines, we investigate ion VDFs in the numerical simulation, specifically surveying the distributions for
evidence of the type of counterpropagating ion beams that THEMIS measured at the dayside MP current
sheet on 15 November 2010. Figure 11 displays four simulated ion VDFs in the same field‐aligned coordinate
system as discussed for the THEMIS ion VDFs of Figures 6 and 7. The simulated ion distributions are
numbered in the spatial sequence shown by both the colored symbols along the outbound trajectory of
Figure 10a and the vertical gray lines in Figure 10b. Ion VDF #1 shows a southward (−L directed) ion
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beam. The phase space density of this beam decreases as the virtual satellite approaches the current sheet
from ion VDF #1 to #3, while the phase space density of the northward (+L directed) ion beam increases
from ion VDF #1 to #3. The spatial sequence of the simulated ion VDFs #1, #2, and #3 along the
outbound trajectory thus displays a remarkable similarity with the velocity space evolution of the ion
VDFs that TH‐A measured on this same BL > 0 earthward side of the current sheet (see Figures 6c–6e) as
it traversed a crater‐like nascent flux rope. The three simulated ion VDFs and the three measured ion
VDFs were all recorded just earthward of the peak LLBL side BM depression of the outbound tripolar BM
perturbation. The three populations of the simulated ion VDF #4 as recorded on this BL > 0 side of the
nascent flux rope are also reminiscent of the ion VDF that TH‐E sampled at 2120:06 UT (see Figure 7b)
on the BL < 0 magnetosheath side of the inbound FTE flux rope crossing. The two simulated ion VDFs #3
and #4, which are recorded closer to the location where BL = 0, display a more circular, antiparallel
velocity distribution as compared with the clearly “D‐shaped,” antiparallel distributions simulated farther
earthward of BL = 0 in ion VDFs #1 and #2, which are typically expected in ion exhaust flows (e.g.,
Cowley, 1982).

To investigate whether the presence of counterpropagating ion beams in the PIC simulation is a signature of
multiple X‐lines, we follow the self‐consistent time evolution of two representative ions from each of the
encircled populations in Figure 11. These ions are macroparticles that self‐consistently evolve during the

Figure 11. Four ion VDFs (1–4) obtained at four locations along the outbound trajectory of Figure 10a, where VDF
#1 = green, #2 = magenta, #3 = yellow, and #4 = cyan. Each ion VDF is acquired in a rectangular region noted on
top of each panel with [N × L] dimension of [0.5 × 1.0] di0. Ion velocities are rotated into a local magnetic field‐aligned
coordinate system and projected into the (V|| × VB × V)/cA0 space to generate VDFs in the same format that THEMIS
ion VDFs employ, where cA0 = 148 km/s is the ion Alfvén speed based on the reference magnetic field B0 = 33.9 nT and
plasma number density n0 = 25 cm−3. White circles indicate the 0.3 cA0 radius of velocity space from which
positively charged macroparticles are taken to explore a representative space‐time history (see text for details).
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simulation from the initial time t = 0, that is, they are not “test particles.” Figure 12 shows the trajectories of
these particles superposed on BM at simulation time t = 80 Ωci0

−1. Figure 12a presents two ion trajectories,
one from each of the two encircled beams in VDF #1. This VDF is sampled at the location marked by a
green‐colored open‐square symbol. A magenta‐colored trace corresponds to the time evolution of the
particle in the antiparallel ion beam. The green trace corresponds to the time history of the parallel‐
propagating ion beam. Figure 12b shows the representative time histories of the encircled antiparallel ion
beam (magenta trace) and the faster, parallel‐propagating ions (green trace) of VDF #4. This VDF #4 is
measured at the location of the cyan‐colored square symbol. Figure 12c shows a close‐up region with two
particle trajectories (gray and yellow traces) from the encircled slower, parallel‐propagating ion beam in
VDF #4 of Figure 11. We first discuss results for the antiparallel‐propagating ion beams, and then
describe those for the parallel‐propagating ion beams.

The representative particle trajectories for the antiparallel ion beams, as shown by the magenta‐colored
curves in Figures 12a and 12b, indicate that they originate from the dense magnetosheath. They are located
in the −80 < L − LXL < −60 di0 range at t = 0. Both ions initially move northward, that is, toward positive L.
At t = 56 Ωci0

−1, they approach the current sheet and eventually enter the southward (−L directed) exhaust
region near the X‐line bounding the secondary island, which is centered at L− LXL =−50 di0 at t= 80Ωci0

−1.
When the particles enter this southward exhaust, they begin to gyrate about the newly reconnected field
lines. The guiding center motion thus experiences a turning point, where the initially northward directed
magnetosheath ions turn southward and start moving opposite to the magnetospheric (BL > 0) field.

Figure 12. Ion trajectories from representative particles within the encircled beams of the simulated ion VDFs presented
in Figure 11. Trajectories are superposed on the simulated out‐of‐plane magnetic field BM at time t = 80 Ωci0

−1.
Spatial coordinates are the same as in Figure 10a: (a) particle trajectories of two representative ions from the antiparallel
beam (magenta) and the parallel beam (green) of ion VDF #1; (b) particle trajectories of two representative ions from
the antiparallel beam (magenta) and the faster parallel beam (green) of ion VDF #4; (c) particle trajectories of two
representative ions of the slower, parallel‐propagating population in ion VDF #4.
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Particles from the parallel‐propagating beams in ionVDF#1 (Figure 12a), and ionVDF#2 (not shown),move
southward, but otherwise behave in a qualitatively similar manner to those in the antiparallel‐propagating
beams. With the exception of particles in the slower, parallel‐propagating beam in ion VDF #4
(Figure 12c), a common feature of all representativemacroparticles belonging to the parallel ion beams is that
they enter the exhaust region of the X‐line to the north of a secondary magnetic island around simulation
time t = 40 Ωci0

−1 when that X‐line was located near L − LXL = −178 di0. As the simulation progresses,
the X‐line drifts northward to L − LXL = −145 di0 at t = 80 Ωci0

−1 (see Figures 12a and 12b). As the particles
enter the exhaust region, their Larmor trajectories change appreciably and they all end up drifting northward
alongmagnetospheric (BL > 0)magnetic field lines after t= 40Ωci0

−1 until they reach the locations where we
measure the parallel beams of these ion VDFs.

The time histories of the two slower, parallel‐propagating ions of VDF #4, as shown in Figure 12c, are both
closer to the center of the current sheet than the other particle trajectories of Figure 12. As the simulation
progresses, the slow ion with a gray‐colored trajectory crosses the current sheet a number of times.
Moreover, both ions move southward toward the middle of the primary magnetic island and it is not until
t = 72 Ωci0

−1 that their guiding center motion turns northward. This northward change of the gyro‐orbit
is due to an in‐plane electric field (not shown) acting on the slow ion particles, rather than due to any
proximity to the exhaust region near an X‐line as is the case with the particles of the faster ion beams.

In summary, the simulated ion VDFs along with the representative macroparticle evolution from the
antiparallel ion beams and the faster, parallel‐propagating ion beams in this PIC simulation provide
additional evidence that the counterpropagating ion beams observed by THEMIS are associated with two
different X‐lines.

5. Discussion

A configuration of multisatellite THEMIS observations is explored together with a dedicated PIC simulation
of asymmetric magnetic reconnection to address the early‐stage formation of a crater FTE flux rope, and the
question of how multiple X‐lines may generate a tripolar ΔBM perturbation across the dayside asymmetric
MP. The combined results displayed in Figures 9 and 10 together with observations and simulations of coun-
terpropagating ion beams (cf. Figures 6 and 7 and Figure 11) confirm that a tripolar guide magnetic field can
develop across a nascent flux rope at the dayside MP in the presence of two reconnection X‐lines. The PIC
simulation visualization of a tripolar BM perturbation to the guide magnetic field suggests that it is due to
a complicated interaction of the magnetosheath side Hall magnetic fields that emanate from each of two
dominant X‐lines that bracket an early‐stage primary magnetic island. This Hall magnetic field is sometimes
referred to as the unipolar Hall magnetic field rather than a quadrupole Hall magnetic field at the dayside
asymmetric MP current sheet, since the Hall magnetic field of opposite polarity on the earthward side of
the current sheet is significantly suppressed. In fact, it is barely noticeable in the results of this PIC simula-
tion of asymmetric magnetic reconnection.

A steady northwardmagnetosheath flow, the positive‐then‐negative sense of the bipolar BNmagnetic field of
the mature FTE, the northward drifts of the deHoffmann‐Teller frames, the high‐latitude TH‐A position at
ZGSM = 3.8 RE and the time sequence of a southward jet followed by a northward jet clearly show that TH‐A
traversed a northward drifting region of converging exhausts between two X‐lines at the first MP current
sheet rather than a jet reversal region of a single, southward drifting X‐line. Two active X‐lines at the dayside
MP also explain the presence of two counterstreaming magnetosheath ion beams in a BL > 0 region of the
LLBL between the two opposite flow enhancements.

The classic D‐shaped ion distributions discussed by Cowley (1982) display a low‐energy Alfvén speed cutoff
on the same side of V|| = 0 as the core of the magnetosheath population, whereas the D‐shaped ion VDFs of
Figure 6 often indicate a distribution that encircles V|| = 0. This distribution may be consistent with a
magnetosheath population that first entered the magnetosphere across a set of open field lines due to a
reconnection X‐line to the north of the satellite, which is being driven northward by the fast magnetosheath
flow and against the southward directed field line tension.

The higher phase space density of the antiparallel (southward) ion beam and the lower phase space density
of the parallel (northward) ion beam at 2118:27 UT and 2118:30 UT (see Figures 6c and 6d) may be explained
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in terms of the different distances these magnetosheath ions had to travel from each X‐line to the observing
TH‐A satellite. There may be fewer ion particles in a given location with distance from the X‐line as these
jet‐associated particles from the magnetosheath spread out in space. This result is supported by a particle
tracing of two simulated ion macroparticles taken from two ion beams of VDF #1 that displayed a similarly
different phase space density (cf. Figure 11) near the poleward X‐line and the time history of their particle
trajectories (cf. Figure 12a). The ion VDFs thus suggest that the more poleward TH‐A satellite was close
to a northern X‐line at 2120:12 UT when it observed a fast, D‐shaped, parallel (southward) ion beam (see
Figure 6h) in a draped BL < 0 field adjacent to the mature FTE flux rope. The counterstreaming antiparallel
(northward) and parallel (southward) ion beams as measured by the equatorward TH‐E satellite at 2120:06
UT (see Figure 7b) in a similarly draped BL < 0 field adjacent to the mature FTE indicate that TH‐E was
closer to a southern X‐line than TH‐A at approximately the same time. The ion VDFs measured by TH‐A
and TH‐E thus provide evidence that two X‐lines were present during the first, outbound MP crossing
associated with converging exhausts, enhanced total pressure at TH‐A, substantial tripolar BM perturba-
tions, and a locally weaker total magnetic field B at the location where BL = 0. The ion VDFs also suggest
there are two X‐lines across the subsequent mature FTE flux rope, which is associated with substantial
increases of total pressure at both satellites, a tripolar BM along the TH‐E trajectory, and the highly
asymmetric bipolar BM across the FTE flux rope at TH‐A. Finally, pitch angle observations of 2–5 keV
magnetospheric electrons of Figure 3d support a presence of open field lines across bothMP boundary layers
in agreement with newly reconnected field lines.

The good agreement between THEMIS observations and the PIC simulation along the outbound crossing
suggests that the initial dawnward (ΔBM > 0) enhancement deep within the LLBL region, and earthward
of a tripolar ΔBM field around BL = 0, may be associated with a unipolar Hall magnetic field that extends
northward from a southern X‐line. The tripolar ΔBM perturbations of substantial magnitudes as observed
by THEMIS appear to be a consequence of a duskward (ΔBM < 0) unipolar Hall magnetic field that extends
southward from a northern X‐line that wraps around a region of a unipolar, dawnward Hall magnetic field
that extends northward from a primary southern X‐line. We interpret this dawnwardΔBM> 0Hall magnetic
field as the developing core field region of a nascent crater‐like FTE flux rope.

6. Summary and Conclusions

THEMIS satellite observations from two nearby locations as recorded across two consecutive encounters of
the asymmetric, northern dayside MP current sheet provide direct evidence that link a presence of substan-
tial tripolar ΔBM out‐of‐plane perturbations across the BL = 0 current sheet with two active X‐lines and the
early, nascent stage of FTE flux rope formation.

We demonstrated that THEMIS traversed two different stages of flux rope formation associated with recon-
nection at the dayside asymmetric MP current sheet. The interpretation that THEMIS crossed a flux rope in
its nascent stage of formation is supported by a dedicated 2‐D PIC simulation of magnetic reconnection that
produced remarkable agreement with the out‐of‐plane ΔBM perturbations and exhaust directions that
THEMIS observed across an outbound MP current sheet associated with a modest total pressure enhance-
ment of a northward moving “crater‐like” FTE with a noticeable depression of the total magnetic field
strength near BL = 0. The PIC simulation indicates that both BM depressions of the tripolar ΔBM observed
across a nascent flux rope are due to a duskward (ΔBM < 0) Hall magnetic field on the magnetosheath side
of the MP and associated with a northern X‐line. The simulation strongly suggests that the dawnward
(ΔBM > 0) core field section of the tripolar BM perturbation that THEMIS recorded across the BL = 0 region
is associated with a dominant Hall field protruding northward from a southern X‐line.

Within 70 s of the nascent flux rope encounter, TH‐A observed a northward drifting mature FTE flux rope
with a significant core field enhancement along the direction of the external guide field, while TH‐E
observed substantial magnitudes of another tripolar BM perturbation relative to a weaker guide magnetic
field as the two THEMIS satellites moved earthward across BL = 0 at a separation distance of only
0.38 RE. The sense of the tripolar BM perturbation across this second inbound MP is identical to that of
the earlier outbound MP crossing suggesting that this guide field perturbation is similar in nature to that
observed across the nascent flux rope.
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We propose, on the basis of a weaker external BG = 8.6 nT guide field adjacent to a strong FTE flux rope and a
stronger BG = 15.9 nT external guide field adjacent to a nascent crater‐like flux rope, that the core field of the
FTE flux rope most likely developed as part of a growing Hall magnetic field along the guide field parallel
direction near the BL = 0 transition of the current sheet as magnetic flux accumulates in the exhaust conver-
gence region between two active X‐lines (e.g., Chen et al., 2017; Karimabadi et al., 1999).

Two counterstreaming ion beams of the observed ion VDFs in the exhaust convergence zone earthward of
BL = 0, and the corresponding ion VDFs from a 2‐D numerical PIC simulation in very similar locations
relative to the current sheet, provide direct support for the presence of two active X‐lines across a nascent,
crater‐like FTE flux rope. A D‐shaped southward ion beam from a northern X‐line in a BL < 0 region and
northward exhausts on the BL > 0 side of theMP current sheet from a southern X‐line support the presence of
two active X‐lines across the mature FTE flux rope observed by TH‐A. Two counterpropagating ion beams
with lowphase space density observed simultaneouslywith a third, slowly northward driftingmagnetosheath
ion populationwith high phase space density, as measured by TH‐Ewithin aΔBM< 0 depression of a tripolar
ΔBMregion on themagnetosheathBL<0 side of theMP layer, provide further evidence of two activeX‐lines at
the time of themature FTEflux rope. A similar ionVDFwith three distinct ion populations is produced on the
magnetosphere BL > 0 side of the MP current sheet in a 2‐D PIC simulation of a nascent crater‐like primary
magnetic island associated with a tripolar ΔBM signature. Trajectories of some representative positively
charged macroparticles as measured in two counterpropagating beams of the simulated ion VDFs show that
they are associatedwith the exhaust regions of twodifferentX‐lines. Further research is required into observed
and simulated ionVDFs nearmultiple reconnection X‐lines to understand how common this type of ion VDF
with three distinct populations may be, and whether it is unique to regions between two active X‐lines.

Data Availability Statement
THEMIS observations can be found at http://themis.ssl.berkeley.edu/index.shtml and from the NASA
CDAWeb heliophysics repository. THEMIS energy‐time spectrograms and ion VDFs were processed using
SPEDAS V3.1 as described by Angelopoulos et al. (2019). ACE observations and 1min OMNI solar wind data
were obtained from the NASA CDAWeb (at https://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov). P3D PIC simulation data used to
generate the simulation figures can be obtained online (at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3631824).
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